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A friend and colleague of mine recently got curious about the term “mansplaining.” I don’t know 
what sparked his curiosity and frankly, at the time, I failed to ask. He reached out to me for an 
explanation—perhaps because of The Gender Gap sessions I have spearheaded at 
VenueConnect recently. Whatever his reason, feeling a bit insecure about my ability to give 
what felt like a delicate inquiry its due, I sent him a link to the 2008 Rebecca Solnit article, “Men 
Explain Things To Me,” that gave rise to the now commonplace term. Our brief text message 
exchange over the course of the following days was illuminating.  
 
Tue, Oct 23, 10:44 PM 
 
Him:  Afraid to read it.  
 
Me:  I think you’re going to be ok. And, actually, I think you’ll like this essay. Don’t be 
afraid. She (nor I) will laugh. 
 
Solnit did not originate the term “mansplaining.” It was first spotted in the comments section of a 
LiveJournal blog post shortly after the essay’s publication. According to the Oxford English 
Dictionary’s most recent online edition (2018) “mansplain” is defined as “Of a man: to explain 
(something) needlessly, overbearingly, or condescendingly, esp. (typically when addressing a 
woman) in a manner thought to reveal a patronizing or chauvinistic attitude.”  
 
A quick Google search turns up related terms such as “cavemansplaining,” which might give 
you some sense of how long we’ve perceived the behavior to be part of our culture. And culture 
is a central part of this discussion. We have been acculturated to accept the experiences of 
‘splaining and being ‘splained to as children and throughout adulthood. Starting with parents 
and teachers, we learn to negotiate power dynamics in all of our relationships. Power comes 
with a number of entitlements—including knowledge. This is precisely why a power imbalance, 
as found between underrepresented identities and privileged classes, can be uncomfortable to 
acknowledge and understand for ourselves and with each other. But, it can also be seductive. 
Knowledge is, by nature, irresistible. 
 
Thu, Oct 25, 1:09 AM 
 
Him:  Couldn’t help it:  read it. 
 
Thu, Oct 25, 9:20 AM 
 
Me:  I think she’s very smart--hard to resist. 
 
Sat, Oct 27, 4:15 PM 
 
Him:  Arg. I was caught momentarily mansplaining the article about mansplaining. I want 




We live in a unique time in history when we are primed for self-examination and to, when 
needed, modify our behavior. We are asking ourselves what impact this might have in the 
workplace and how we might take responsibility for changing it. Revisiting power dynamics is an 
important place to start. Consider the differences between feeling ‘splained to by your 
supervisor, a peer, and a subordinate. Seriously . . .  think about it. (I’ll wait.) It feels different 
because there is a power differential between the people involved in two of the three scenarios. 
So, what can you do if you feel someone is “___”splaining you or someone else? You can 
intervene. Call it as you see it . . .  gently. And I know, this requires vulnerability. Will it be 
uncomfortable? Probably. Awkward? Maybe. Worth it? Definitely.  
 
Mansplaining has been easy to do and hard to resist since long before the origin of the word 
and often exemplified in popular culture. Lucy, of the CBS television sitcom I Love Lucy (1951-
1957), was regularly and humorously called upon to explain her antics. The subtext of 
constantly explaining herself is that she must justify her presence in a patriarchal space. 
Conversely, so-called mansplainers do this on behalf of the listener (typically, though not 
exclusively women) by interrupting, speaking over, repeating or explaining something that the 
listener may already be knowledgeable about—and in some cases better informed about than 
the ‘splainer. The fact of the matter is, nobody likes to be ‘splained. And no one should have to 
‘splain themselves—fictional television character or not.  
 
Let me be clear. Men are not the only ones guilty of this practice. Women do it too. Further, 
while mansplaining illustrates a man’s perceived power, it’s not only the occasional cultural icon 
who is blame-worthy, and ‘splaining isn’t simply gendered. Have you ever been white-splained? 
Straight-splained? Mom-splained? Disrupting one social norm can inadvertently cause instability 




In her recent article Diversity is the New Denim Jacket, Kletra Newton reveals,  
 
I’ve lost count of the number of times that I have been spoken over or completely 
disregarded in diverse settings, irrespective of my experience on the subject matter and 
still receive the inquisitive look from those trying to understand my presence at all (2018, 
20). 
 
From her words alone, we don’t know if she is referencing mansplaining, racesplaining, or 
otherwise. But, even without the full context, we sense the normalization of disrespect and 
dismissal of she who is ‘splained. Like Newton’s colleagues, we all need to work on setting 
aside assumptions. The experience of recognizing our embodied behaviors is complicated, 
slow, and often painful. These sensations, however, are the learning pains of teaching 
ourselves how to do the thing we learn to do when our spouse, co-worker, or employee 
intervenes and points out our ‘splaining.  
 
In the words of social science researcher Brené Brown, vulnerability is a paradox, explaining 
that, “It’s the first thing I look for in you and the last thing I want you to see in me.” This paradox 
works in tandem with social changes which lead culture shifts. With a single action, my friend 
instigated one such shift that is likely to permeate his personal and professional relationships—
not despite, but because of the discomfort it caused him. Neither he, nor any of us, will ever 
have enough perspective to identify all of our biases. Sometimes we will have to accept that the 
really good stuff comes when someone else calls us out (hopefully gently) . . .  even if it makes 
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